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A. /var/log/ccp.log
B. /var/log/cloud/nsx-Icp.log
C. /var/log/controller.log
D. /var/log/cloudnet/nsx-ccp.log
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2

A cloud architect is tasked with designing a vSphere-based
private cloud multi- machine blueprint solution for an
organization's complex application consisting of multiple
virtual machines (VMs) and a container. During requirements
gathering, the following requirements are identified:
1. The application, which runs in a container, should be able
to access the internet and update an existing internal
database.
2. Provisioned VMs should NOT have access to the internet or
external database.
3. A third- party Configuration Management (CM) tool should be
used for multi- machine automation.
4. Before integration with the CM tool container, the
application should start and update the existing internal
database.
5. Any information received from the container VM should be
available before the CM toll agent is installed.
Which is the best CM tool integration design recommendation for
this scenario?
A. vRealize Automation blueprint with software components
B. vRealize Orchestrator workflow at POST Machine Provisioned
Event Broker state
C. vRealize Automation external custom properties and
CloudClient
D. Virtual Machine template with pre-installed CM agent
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your network contains two DNS servers named DNS1 and DNS2 that
run Windows Server 2012 R2.
DNS1 has a primary zone named contoso.com. DNS2 has a secondary
copy of the contoso.com zone.
You need to log the zone transfer packets sent between DNS1 and
DNS2.
What should you configure?
A. Logging from Windows Firewall with Advanced Security
B. Monitoring from DNS Manager
C. Debug logging from DNS Manager
D. A Data Collector Set (DCS) from Performance Monitor
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
Debug logging allows you to log the packets sent and received
by a DNS server. Debug logging is disabled by default, and
because it is resource intensive, you should only activate it
temporarily when you need more specific detailed information
about server performance.
Reference: Active Directory 2008: DNS Debug Logging Facts.

NEW QUESTION: 4
A developer has created a Visualforce Page and Apex Controller
that uses the With Sharing keyword. The page will be used of by
Sales Managers and should only display Accounts owned by Sales
Representatives who report to the running Sales Manager. The
organization-wide sharing for Accounts is set to Private. Which
additional set of stops should the developer take?
A. Create two Profiles, one Permission Set, and one Role.
B. Create one Profile, one Permission Set, and one Role.
C. Create one Profile, two Permission Sets, and one Role.
D. Create one Profile, one Permission Set, and two Roles.
Answer: D
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